
RX 
EVENT 4 
You hold I hold 

For Time: 

25 x Muscle Up                 

Deadlift Hold 90kg           

50 x Sync Burpees bar facing 

40 x Toes to bar                

Deadlift hold 90kg            

Penalty 3 x Power Clean 90kg (each) 

 

Execution 

This event begins with athlete A on ring for muscle up and athlete B on the barbell with 90kg. At the call of "3-2-1 … 

Go!" Athlete B lift the barbell form the ground and hold it in upper deadlift position, then athlete A start to perform 

25 muscle ups. If the athlete A did not finish 25 muscle ups, athletes MUST switch the positions. Team rotate in the 

same manner until they finish 25 Muscle ups. Then the Team can start with the 50 sync burpees bar facing. The 

phase 2 is the same as 1 but now muscle ups are switch with 40 toes to bar. Any breaking of 25 muscle up/40 toes to 

bar or dropping the barbell is penalty with 3 power clean 90kg. Both athletes must do it, order is not important. 

Clock stops when the Team finished last rep of 40 toes to bar. Time cap for this event is 13 minutes. 

 

SCORING. 

The team score is the overall time. Tiebreak is when sync burpee bar facing is finished. 

 



MOVEMENT STANDARDS  

1. MUSCLE UP 

In the muscle-up, athlete must begin with, or pass through, a hang below the rings with arms fully extended (with or 

without a “false grip”) and the feet off the ground. At the top, the elbows must be fully locked out while supporting 

yourself above the rings. Kipping the muscle-up is acceptable, but swings or rolls to support are not permitted. If 

consecutive kipping muscle-ups are performed, a change of direction below the rings is required. If the heels rise 

above the bottom of the rings during the kip, it is a no rep.  

          

 

2. TOES TO BAR 

In the toes to bar, the athlete must go from a full hang to having the toes touch the pull-up bar. At the start of each 

rep the arms must be fully extended and the feet must be brought back behind the bar and behind the body. Both 

feet must come into contact with the bar at the same time, inside the hands. 

    

 

 



3. DEADLIFT HOLD 

The barbell will be loaded. The barbell begins on the ground. This is a conventional deadlift with the hands outside 

the knees. The barbell is lifted until athlete hips and knees reach full extension with the shoulders behind the bar 

and hold in that position. Any breaking the line (knee, hips, shoulder) or re-grip is not allowed. 

 

 

 

4. POWER CLEAN 

Each repetition starts from the ground. The bar must be cleaned from the ground to the shoulders in one motion. 

Each repetition finishes with the bar racked on the shoulders and the elbows clearly in front of the bar with the hips 

and knees fully extended. Athletes must remain in their lane with the working athlete in front of their partner. 

Athletes may divide the work in any manner. 

    

 

 

 



5. SYNC BURPEE BAR FACING 

Each burpee must be performed perpendicular to and facing the barbell. The athlete’s head cannot be over the 

barbell. The chest and thighs touch the ground at the bottom. The athlete must jump over their barbell from both 

feet and land on both feet. One-footed jumping or stepping over is not permitted. Athletes may not make contact 

with the barbell as they jump over. The next rep will begin on the opposite side facing the barbell. In order for the 

repetitions to count, athletes must be synchronized. Both athletes must hold the bottom of each rep together, with 

their chests and thighs on the ground at the same time. Partners do not need to jump over the barbell at the exact 

same time, but on every rep they must resynchronize on the ground (chest and thighs touching at the same time). 

Both partners share one barbell for synchronized burpees (the 90’s kilo barbell for the DL hold). 

   

 

 

 


